Summer storage mishandled

by Mary Reber
Staff Reporter

Casey Nolan, Student Union Services Commissioner, cited a gross understatement of the amount of storage material as the major shortcoming of the Student Union sponsored summer storage program.

U.S. Van Lines of Indiana, a subsidiary of Bekins Trucking, was unable to handle the storage operation in-due to an unexpectedly large volume of material, according to Nolan.

“They expected to fill all trucks with students’ property, but there was so much material they needed to add another truck,” Nolan said.

“The Student Union has operated a storage system for students for the past three years,” Nolan stated. “This year we had an independent insurance company handle it.”

“This is the first year we have had such problems with understatement of the volume because the company itself handled the estimation,” Nolan said.

“U.S. Van Lines had intended to keep all the student’s property inside the trucks which would be parked in a garage throughout the summer,” Nolan noted. “Since there were 30 trucks would fit inside the garage. Therefore the material had to be unloaded and reloaded,” he added.

The fact that students did not store their property inside the trucks on the designated date for their designated trucks is another problem that Nolan noted. This resulted in each truck containing a combination of storage material from several dorms instead of a separate trailer for each hall.

Considerations, the trucking company did a fairly good job,” Nolan commented.

“Storage was delivered in all but three of 36 dorms in two days, and by Monday I would say 99 percent of all stored property should be on the ground,” Nolan stated.

Nolan listed three reasons why this situation occurred to let independent trucking agency have this load operation as a stand of working on itself.

“First, it cost the student union several thousand dollars to rent the trucks,” Nolan said.

“Secondly, a storage place needed to be located,” he said.

“Thirdly, students had to be hired and paid for which many complained about,” Nolan noted.

“This year we have had several problems with the insurance company”, Nolan said. “The company had to pay out several thousand dollars to each of the student’s insurance contracts.”

Nolan continued, “This is the reason we decided to let independent trucking agency have this load operation as a stand of working on itself.”

“Secondly, storage was delivered in all but three of 36 dorms in two days, and by Monday I would say 99 percent of all stored property should be on the ground,” Nolan stated.

Recently listed three reasons why the insurance company decided to let independent trucking agency have this load operation as a stand of working on itself.

“First, it cost the student union several thousand dollars to rent the trucks,” Nolan said.

“Secondly, a storage place needed to be located,” he said.

“Thirdly, students had to be hired and paid for which many complained about,” Nolan noted.

“This year we have had several problems with the insurance company”, Nolan said. “The company had to pay out several thousand dollars to each of the student’s insurance contracts.”

InPIRG moves to So. Bend

by Joe Gill
Staff Reporter

The statewide base for InPIRG (the Indiana Public Interest Research Group) will be moved from Indianapolis to South Bend, revealed chairperson Lisa Molidor last evening at a meeting of the Notre Dame InPIRG board.

InPIRG, the consumer-organization that last year conducted studies relating to comparative grocery prices, utility rates, and the like, will be moving its operations from the South Bend office to the St. Joseph County courthouse in downtown Notre Dame.

Prior to both the mass and inaugural ceremony, student government officers and the senior class, dressed in academic robes, will join members of the College faculty, administration and Board of Regents, and holders of honorary degrees from SMC in academic procession.

Administrators and alumni from over 30 Indiana colleges and universities, the local Indiana University, Purdue, Vivian Rydell, and Walaka College will also participate in the procession.

Hayde’s Masa Brews will be sung by the St. Mary’s College Chorus, according to St. Mary’s College, and the St. Mary’s Band will perform at the Inauguration, is is blessed.

Dr. John Duggan, chairperson of the Inaugural Committee in charge of community relations, stressed that Stander’s ceremony will be an "on campus, in house, welcome for the new students and their families of the St. Mary’s Band committee." On Sunday, September 5th, however, a reception, in which members of the South Bend Community will be given a welcome, is planned.

The official opening of the Mass will be held on Saturday, September 5th at 2:30 p.m. in the Bishop Joseph Crowley Auditorium. A concelebrated mass will be conducted by principal celebrant and homilist.

Opening prayers will be given by the Rev. Mark Stan, the Rev. Mark Hickey, and the Rev. Thomas Kelly, respectively of each of the Notre Dame students, parents, alumnae, faculty, Sisters of the Holy Cross, and the vice president of Higher Education, and from Vassar College, where Duggan is a graduate. A Graham is to be blessed.

For the first time since the inauguration of Fr. John M. Duggan, the first Mass of the academic year will be celebrated. The Mass will also be attended by the South Bend-Mishawaka area and by the local South Bend community.

Dr. Duggan is the new president, having served as interim president of Notre Dame from 1975 to 1976.

InPIRG is hoping to draw more interest to their organization from the local South Bend community.

The continuation of the family center and their related courses were also discussed.

InPIRG, a non-profit group, will be formed at Notre Dame for Fall semester. These will involve students and professionals in research studies striving toward consumer advocacy.

They will be taught by Professors Marler, Hober, and Stander.

There will also be more studies sponsored by the statewide organization, which would directly address the South Bend community.

Molidor, also announced the formation of a Project Review Committee, the InPIRG Research Group, and the South Bend Community.

In closing, the group commented on the many studies that will be needed, and that those interested would be contacted on a regular basis.

"If SHe kissed me once, will she kiss me again?"
Prayer meeting slated

Tuesday evening at 7:30, a charismatic prayer meeting is held in room 202 of Loretto Hall on the campus of Saint Mary's College, Indiana.

Our Notre Dame is the center from which the charismatic renewal began, as is widely known in the spring of 1967, when this movement was first observed. Now the renewal has extended throughout the world, with nearly 4,000 Catholic prayer groups registered at the Communication Center in South Bend, and countless other denominations.

Each year, an international conference held at Notre Dame draws between 50,000 and 50,000 people. This year, an exception was made because of the Holy Year, the celebration met in Rome and featured an address by Pope Paul VI. A charismatic group in South Bend known as the People of Praise recently purchased the old LaSalle Hotel for use as a center. Charismatic prayer meetings continue mainly for free, spontaneous prayer, sharing and singing. The name comes from the reappearance of such New Testament charisms as the gift of tongues, prophecy and healing. The essence of the movement, however, lies in the interior renewal of personal lives by reinvigorated faith, love and hope.

At Notre Dame, weekly prayer meetings have continued quietly ever since they began in 1967.
Hughes ordered to court

NEW YORK (AP) - A State Supreme Court judge has signed an order requiring billionaire Howard Hughes to appear personally or in court if he declares himself legally dead.

The show-cause order was signed by Justice Bernard Nadel. It directs Hughes to appear in court in Manhattan on Sept. 17 at 9:30 a.m.

The order is an outgrowth of a suit in which two Manhattan shareholders contend that Hughes has been dead for an indefinite period.

The shareholders, Victor and Ellen Kurtz, are seeking damages from Air Liquidation Co., formerly known as Air West Inc., an airline that was taken over by Hughes in 1966.

The suit contends Hughes and some of his associates issued false and misleading statements designed to induce purchases and sales of Air West stock.

The Kurtzes referred all questions about the case to their attorney, T. V. Bader.

In applying for the show-cause order, Bader asked that Hughes be required to leave a set of his fingerprints with the court for comparison with fingerprints on file with the U.S. government.

A statement submitted to the court contends that fingerprints are necessary to insure that Hughes has not been dead for an indefinite period.
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The colleges within the University have announced changes in the offices of the respective departments.

The College of Arts and Letters has not yet received an official list of its new faculty from the Office of the Provost. However, Dean Charles has listed the new department chairs.

Professor Charles Wilber now heads the College of Economics and Professor Jeffrey Russell is the new director of the Medieval Institute. Russell holds the Michael F. Grace Professorship of Medieval Studies.

Other changes include Professor Peter Musso of the School of Law, who has been named acting chairman of the Department of Government. Professor John Oates will serve as acting chairman of the Philosophy Department while Professor Neil Delaney is on leave.

Professor Edward Guernsey is the acting chairman of the Department of English and Professor John Bakewski has been named acting chairman of the Theater Department since Father David Bakewski stepped down for a leave of absence for the fall semester.

The College of Engineering Auditorium has as its new director the former University president, Brother Leo Brinkley. Brinkley has taken the position of director of the Institute for International Studies.

Professor Sheriden P. McCabe has assumed the office of acting chairman of the Department of Education.

Among those faculty members in the College of Arts and Letters on leave from Notre Dame are Professor Charles Biondo of the Music Department, Professor Kwan Kim of Economics, Professor John Meyer of the Education Department, Professor Joseph Scott of Black Studies and Sociology, Professor Douglas Delaney of the Department of Art and Professor William Liu of Sociology and Anthropology.
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Other changes include Professor Peter Musso of the School of Law, who has been named acting chairman of the Department of Government. Professor John Oates will serve as acting chairman of the Philosophy Department while Professor Neil Delaney is on leave.

Professor Edward Guernsey is the acting chairman of the Department of English and Professor John Bakewski has been named acting chairman of the Theater Department since Father David Bakewski stepped down for a leave of absence for the fall semester.

The College of Engineering Auditorium has as its new director the former University president, Brother Leo Brinkley. Brinkley has taken the position of director of the Institute for International Studies.

Professor Sheriden P. McCabe has assumed the office of acting chairman of the Department of Education.

Among those faculty members in the College of Arts and Letters on leave from Notre Dame are Professor Charles Biondo of the Music Department, Professor Kwan Kim of Economics, Professor John Meyer of the Education Department, Professor Joseph Scott of Black Studies and Sociology, Professor Douglas Delaney of the Department of Art and Professor William Liu of Sociology and Anthropology.

Others include Professor Peter Musso of the School of Law, who has been named acting chairman of the Department of Government, as well as Professor Walter Nocenzi and Professor John Nies of the General College.

In the Department of Theology, Fr. Joseph Hoffman, Fr. Donald McNeill and Professor Robert Wilken have had a leave of absence.

Professor Robert Sladey, Fr. Chester Soltes and Professor Thomas Wergic, all of the English Department, are on leave from the University.

According to Dean Charles, the College of Arts and Letters has formulated no new policies. The only new program in the pilot program for the Vacher Seminar is "Judicial Proof," Robert Wergic reports.

The Department of Civil Engineering has Professor Ken Singleton as its acting chairman while Professor Don Langer is on a leave of absence.

Returning from a temporary leave is Professor Nicholas Proud.

Newly appointed to the Department of Metallurgical Engineering is Professor Stuart McComas of the Hughes Institute of Aeronautics and Mechanical Engineering.

The state suit names the American Stock Exchange as a defendant on grounds it did not take proper steps to disclose allegedly fraudulent manipulation of stock prices.
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St. Mary's to promote student government

by Mary Janca
St. Mary's Editor

St. Mary's student government steps off the school year with its first activity at 6 p.m. Monday in the Regna Hall auditorium -- Student Government Night and Jazz Auditions.

Jazz auditions set

The Notre Dame Jazz Bands and Combos are set to begin their fourth year of activities providing an opportunity for students of Notre Dame and St. Mary's to study and perform jazz music. Auditions will be held Tuesday, Sept. 3rd at 7 p.m. in Holy Cross Hall Annex and interested students are invited to bring their instruments to join one or other of the jazz ensembles.

There are openings in the groups on all instruments -- saxophones, trumpets, trombones, drums, piano, guitar, and especially bass. If further information is needed, contact Father Winkler, Director of NDJ at 736. Last year the jazz groups played in the Colleigate Jazz Festival, presented various concerts on campus and performed regularly for the Jazz Nights at the Nazz. A similar program of events is planned for this year.

Student government also is planning to get each hall and class involved in raising funds for the proposed recreation facility scheduled to be built across from McCandless Hall. Although students have not yet been approached to raise money for the building, McDermott stated that the clanes and residence halls will be asked to sponsor an event with the proceeds going into a collective fund, to be donated to the College for the building's construction.

As this year in the International Year of Women, student government also expects to host a series of speakers on the subject, beginning in mid-October with Founder's Day, and continuing through the first semester. Speakers for the event will be released as the information becomes available.

In order to "promote St. Mary's and spark some enthusiasm for student government," a committee, headed by Kathy Coyne has been established, said McDermott, noting the prevalence of apathy on campus.

Student government, beginning Monday, will conduct regular office hours, primarily during the afternoon and early evening. Thus, the organization hopes to be more accessible to students.

The Colonial Pancake House

"Enjoy a snack or dinner"

35 Varieties of Pancakes
Chicken Steak Sandwiches
Friday Nites: Perch Dinners

U.S. 31 (Dixie Hwy) North of your Hotel
Bo Bob Edwards, ND '56

FREE BALLONS given out by a Carney clown.

Carney '75 scheduled

Carney '75 will take place on Wednesday, September 18 from 4:30 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. according to Mary Janca, co-chairperson of the Student Government committee.

There will be a picnic on both quads, sponsored by food service, followed by the carnival on the South Quad. Janca said that the carnival will include clowns, games and a band, plus a live broadcast by WSBN.

It is hoped that both University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh and Student Body President Ed Byrte are scheduled to speak at the carnival.

"Carney is Student Government's official opening for the school year and a good chance to meet other students," Janca commented.

Janca informed the freshman and transfer student orientation a "terrific" success and noted that the only thing wrong was the bad weather over the weekend. Janca remarked that she had received many favorable comments concerning the whole program and especially the lovely night concert.

During the orientation period the committee sponsored tours for parents, assisted transfer students in finding housing, and coordinated freshman activities day.

Off-campus & faculty "carney" tickets are on sale in library lobby Sun., 8th, 9th, and 10th.

Showcase for student activities during Freshman Orientation week. All students are invited to celebrate the grand opening of Carney Hall.

OFF-CAMPUS AND FACULTY TICKETS are available at the Carney Hourly (East entrance).
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A GOOD THING GOES ON!

"Bulla Mass and Supper" - a fine tradition on campus - begins today.

A very informal gathering of good people, at Bulla Shed, the Campus Ministry Activities Center, the little green house at the corner of Bulla Rd. and Juniper (in the middle of the block, across from Grace Tower and the Library).

Everyone welcome - new students especially! Mass at 5:15, followed by supper.
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Several changes have occurred since the students left Notre Dame last May. There have been changes in people: a new dean of students; and changes in things: new lighting around the North Quad.

But what haven't changed are the issues students must face this year. The changes that have taken place merely point out what needs to be done to solve the lingering issues at St. Mary's and Notre Dame.

New St. Mary's President: The inauguration of John Duggan this Sunday may prove to be the most significant change. His coming may provide some much-needed contact to the student body at St. Mary's and its relation with Notre Dame.

He may also provide stability at the college, a position that has seen three presidents in five years.

Coeducation: The arrival of 484 freshman women raises the total female enrollment to 3,101. Women's enrollment will be about 20% of the total student body in five years. The University has promised to decide this year whether to increase women's enrollment above current levels. The change to coeducation will require student ideas and initiative so that the past mistakes of our coeducation process may be avoided.

Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL): Last May a group of students made a series of recommendations to the Board of Trustees ranging from co-ed housing in the Keenan Stanford complex to the University's plans for women's sports. Only by following up these recommendations will the Trustee meeting can they ever be implemented.

Food Coop: St. Mary's Government efforts have been cooperative for selling food and other school at St. Mary's and other refugee people in the area.

The problem is not only an expensive attack, or when we sustain. It was as ineffective as unrepresentative. The Saigon base. Israel has the best army in the world, man for man, weapon for weapon. South Vietnam had army no better than it is now; and the better men of the army at all.

2) Political: Israel is a vociferously democracy of prickly independents. The Saigon government was a puppet regime, our efforts at ruling Vietnam from our presence in Israel. The problem is that the Soviet Union became the largest foreign arms supplier to Israel. The problem is not only an expensive attack, or when we sustain. It was as ineffective as unrepresentative.

1) Military: Israel has the best army in the world, man for man, weapon for weapon. South Vietnam had army no better than it is now; and the better men of the army at all. The problem is not only an expensive attack, or when we sustain. It was as ineffective as unrepresentative.

2) Political: Israel is a vociferously democracy of prickly independents. The Saigon government was a puppet regime, which we could not improve even by increasing budgets. It was as ineffective as unrepresentative.
Letters to a Lonely God

the god who seemed an atheist

reverend robert griffin

In my twenty-one years as a priest, I have seen more than one person, perhaps you or me (or seemed) ill-advised, dumb, wrong, foolish, of course, or even a little wild. Sometimes I’ve been rebuked for my folly—

tenderly—by wise note from the Bishop, a stern. Yet gentle phone call from the Provincial reminding me that my behavior is offensive to the traditions of the Church. They have read on me the letter of fate has returned all of us,

A couple of years ago, a Notre Dame student told me, “I came here with my girlfriend. She has

It was nice to know that high school author has no money to live on. Working at

You have deep roots of God by becoming a Catholic. I trust that Christ will someday draw you back, but it may be only after great suffering.

Many of us were back home: editors, presidents, chairmen, leaders, athletes, valetudinarians. Life’s strange circularity is not easy to get used to, again, back to the beginning. How ironic that I should make the rounds of the land of Oz, we must capture the witch of the other side. I think that our HMMC-staff back home is here but not

“Notre Dame is the whole of reality, and there are no limits to what the Church can do, but it is often forgotten in the name of religion have come

And in the end: I was not only a Catholic, but also a Protestant. I was trained in the Baptist church did not react

“Emerald City”

I was raised in a

or
gangsterism is a politician’s disease. I am

But always, the next step was clearly outlined. Now, though, the next step is not so clearly visible. And if we do happen to look back too often, we find

many, world needs this book, but I can’t do it by

The spring and summer of 1959 brought mankind a new weapon of mass destruction: the hydrogen bomb. We are told by legends of the legendary George Gipp, from letters proclaiming the "triumph of the Catholic Church, the nation is united, sisters from friends, actually, from just about everywhere. The electrifying Golden Dome. I knelt and prayed there, a position of such holy

What then is the "next step?"

For me, it has been a search for the real

Now, what is the "next step?"

And so I came, very skeptical, very doubtful, almost not wanting to believe that I was there. I walked through the glittering Golden Dome. I knelt and prayed there, a position of such holy

I was able to say of the miraculous event of the Crucifixion: It's all very simple, isn’t it?

The feet of these moonshiners for the will of the Creator seem like feet or hands most of them are really very nice people. I know a gentle priest who dreams up the humor of the Lady. I have met the man who is insisting that the Miraculous Medal should be put around the neck of every Virginian of the dark soil of Africa. If his support is made to order, maybe there are native people who don’t want a Miraculous Medal because they need their necks; and anyway the medals cost money; who’s going to pay for ten Miraculous Men.

The priest piously answers: “It is Our Lady’s will.

Until the very last there, who is making private deals with Our Lady to give her money, when both the priest and Our Lady leave such whimsical details as the money to be worked out by others. Not many Catholics choose to be this

It seems to me that a monk who serves as a priest’s secretary to a married couple. He tells them that the husband and wife can enter the priesthood. The husband and wife can enter the priesthood. They can have children. They can have children whom they can call their own.

“God takes care of all his sparrows,” he

Moreover, for the marriage of two Catholics is, in the Greek Orthodox Church, a holy mystery, a holy sacrament, which is why the Church defines it as a mystery, a holy sacrament, which is why the Church defines it as

But it is not written in the book of life that the nation is united, sisters from friends, actually, from just about everywhere. The electrifying Golden Dome. I knelt and prayed there, a position of such holy

We are not asking for the right to do it, because I don’t really have to: the mind is made to wander. You can’t arrive at the conclusions of faith, anyway. Just don’t presume that God and I can’t work it out if it is essential to my faith and salvation. Don’t doubt that God can’t work it out for me.

To hear them tell it, these zealots operate on the principle that God will save the world. Souls will perish if you are

The toast, “To the God of Science, but I have heard that this kind of

Some men have been早晨 the world. And when they come, they will walk this campus up and down. I gazed at

It is the opposite of fate has returned all of us, perhaps an apprehensive group of young men and

I want to say that I am not asking for the right to do it, because I don’t really have to: the mind is made to wander. You can’t arrive at the conclusions of faith, anyway. Just don’t presume that God and I can’t work it out if it is essential to my faith and salvation. Don’t doubt that God can’t work it out for me.

To hear them tell it, these zealots operate on the principle that God will save the world. Souls will perish if you are

Some men have been
Crosson named to O'Hara chair

Dr. Frederick J. Crosson, who recently left the position of Dean of O'Hara College of Arts and Letters, has been named to the John Cardinal O'Hara Chair of Philosophy. Crosson, who is currently on a study leave, will also hold the endowed professorship, announced by the University in 1971, with the formation of a center to build upon existing faculty strength in the philosophy of religion. The center was named in honor of the 12th existentialsim and has written books and scholarly articles on the relationship of computers and intelligence. He was chairman of the General Program of Liberal Studies from 1964 to 1966 and also served as an associate director of the Philosophic Institute for Artificial Intelligence. He was appointed the first lay dean of Notre Dame's largest college in 1969 and served until his resignation last May to return to teaching. When he returns to Notre Dame in the fall of 1970 he will also assume the editorialship of the Review of Politics, a quarterly published by the University.

Feb changes planned

Ombudsment start again

by Shawn Scannell
Staff Reporter

The Ombudsman Service will reopen Monday under the leadership of Matt Cockrell.

The organization of the service is essentially the same as last year, this year by the Gibbons, with the formation of a center to run the service, will be run for student leaders who can aid new students with referral advice. The third project will be assisting in SLG elections.

Cockrell said the "Quickly" bus and Darby's Place, initiated by the Ombudsman Service, will be run this year by the Student Union Social Commission.

"The basic purpose of the Ombudsman Service is to provide ready information to the Notre Dame community. If one of these services doesn't prove to be successful and the telephone service is, the Ombudsman will be a success," Cockrell said.

There are three major projects of concern to the Ombudsman this year, according to Cockrell.

"The most important of these is the telephone service. Its success depends good quality information, I received promptly to the caller," he said. Regular hours of telephone service, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, begins Monday. The telephone hours will soon be extended to midnight.

Cockrell noted that emergency calls, both with health or psychological problems will be referred to the counselors on the campus.

The second project will be the publishing of the Ombudsman Resource Manual. The manual is published by the administration and student leaders who can aid registration time extended

The Early Childhood Development Center will extend its registration period indefinitely until enrollment is full, according to Mrs. Terri Cook, the Center's director.

The center, which provides child care for the families of Notre Dame students, faculty, staff and alumni, has expanded its facilities and is located on the St. Mary's campus.

Both part-time and full-time openings are available, as well as a special Development Program for students who have aged out. Information on fees and registration procedures can be obtained by calling Cook at 284-6108 or 284-3079.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST: SPAGHETTI, PIZZA or SANDWICHES, THEN WHY NOT GET IT?
YOU CAN AT: GIUSEPPE'S 713 E. LASALLE SO. BEND PRIVATE PARTY ROOM CARRY OUTS 233-6551

THE POSTER PLACE 100 11x17 POSTERS only $10.00
INSTY PRINTS 203 N. MAIN ST. SOUTH BEND 289-6977

THE OBSERVER has SALARIED POSITIONS FOR TYPISTS AND LATE NIGHT STAFF; MUST TYPE 55 WPM FOR INFO CALL HOWARD 234-8952 283-8661

THE OBSERVER
da Costa Gomes plans to visit Soviet Union

LISBON, Portugal (AP) — President Francisco da Costa Gomes, a key figure in the growing confrontation over Communist influence in Portugal, will make an official visit to the Soviet Union later this month, it was learned Thursday.

Informed sources said Costa Gomes, who is the first Portuguese chief of state ever to visit Russia, despite the Mail pickup starts soon

Campus mail service will begin this Monday, September 8.

The service, run by the Student Union Services Commission offers mail delivery on the Notre Dame campus free of charge.

The Ombudsman Service reorganized the service for the Student Union over the summer. Starting Monday, all mail placed in any of the four yellow mailboxes around the campus will be picked up between 11 am and midnight by Drew Damk. Damk will take the mail to Alumni Hall where it will be sorted. The next morning the hall mailmen will stop at Alumni and pick up the mail for their halls.

With this system, mail will be delivered the day after it was mailed.

The Ombudsman Service reminds students that no stamps are required for delivery, which covers all points on the Notre Dame campus.

Graduate students meet

The major agenda items of the first regular meeting of the Graduate Student Union (GSU) meeting on September 3 were a proposed budget and a graduate student picnic scheduled for Sunday, September 14 at Carroll Hall.

President Margaret Green noted that the Graduate Student Union had a budget of $17,000 for the year, and that all funds would be used to increase the social scene to feature more events.

Social pickup in the commission.

St. Mary's Social Commission recently released a tentative schedule of upcoming events.

The commission will start the semester with logistics meetings, and the annual festival. The festival will be held on September 14 at Carroll Hall.

President Mark LaFortune said that the festival will be a joint effort between the Social Commission and the Student Union.

The Social Commission's phone number is 526-0024.

SMC social scene to feature foam, flicks and free shuttle

By Marjorie Jey Staff Reporter

St. Mary's Social Commission member Molly McKenna released yesterday a tentative schedule of upcoming events.

McKenna noted that Social Commission meetings are held on Wednesdays, and they are held in the Regina basement, room 17.

McKenna stressed student involvement in the commission. "There are still openings for representatives from Regina and Augustana, and we're always open to suggestions," she said.

The Social Commission's phone number is 526-0024.

---

SUNDAY MASSES

(Main Church)

Sat: 5:15 pm Fr. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
Sun: 9:30 am Fr. Tom McNally, C.S.C.
Sun: 10:45 am Fr. John Gerber, C.S.C.
Sun: 12:15 pm Fr. Bill Toohy, C.S.C.

Welcome to Notre Dame & St. Mary's

FROM THE CREW AT:

The Windjammer

HAIR DESIGN FOR THE SEXES

1637 LWW SO. BEND

INQUIRE ABOUT FREE TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM CAMPUS

PHONE 232-6622

---

SALE

THE PANDA HAS REALLY BEEN BOTHERED BY THE HEAT. FOR THAT REASON, HE'S LOST HIS COOL. HE IS SELLING HIS SHIRTS AT FANTASTIC PRICES. SOME ARE GOING AT COST. (OUR SPECIALTY, CUSTOM DESIGNED SHIRTS FOR GROUPS, TEAMS & CLUBS)
Will test Ford veto

**Senate Democrats shun oil compromise**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate Democrats agreed unanimously Thursday to put aside an effort to override President Ford's veto of a bill that would restore controls on oil prices.

The move was part of an agreement to put aside oil-price controls legislation until an attempt is made to override Ford's veto of a bill that would restore controls.

Congressional Democrats said the vote was a sign of their determination to keep the issue alive.

They also said the vote was a sign of their confidence that they could override Ford's veto.

Ford vetoed the bill last month, as dairy products prices fell, and a key element of the bill was to restore controls on oil prices.

The Senate vote was 65-27, with 2 Democratic senators voting against the override.

The vote came after a long debate in which senators argued over the issue of whether or not to override Ford's veto.

The Senate has voted to override Ford's veto on several occasions, but each time the vote has been close.

The Senate has also voted to override Ford's veto on the issue of oil prices in the past, but each time the vote has been close.

Ford has said he will veto the bill if it comes to a vote in the Senate.

Democrats have said they will override Ford's veto if they have the votes.

Meanwhile, the House is set to vote on its own version of the bill, which is similar to the Senate version.

The House is expected to vote on the bill later this week.

Meanwhile, the oil industry is expected to continue to resist the move to override Ford's veto.

Democrats have said they will continue to push for the override, but they have also said they will not give up on the issue.

The oil industry has been opposed to the move to override Ford's veto, saying it would be a violation of the Constitution.
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Maris recalls home run season

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Fourteen years after breaking Babe Ruth's single-season home run record, Roger Maris still described Monday how he felt his baseball glory days.

"Some athletes look for the bright lights, but it was never my kind of life," says Maris who has found peace of mind as a beer distributor in this quiet north-central Florida city.

Maris — like the legendary Ruth — was a New York Yankee, but his home runs in 1961 still are remembered.

"I'd be happy to be a 2-hour, 55-minute Tennis Championships. I was very lucky," Borg, Sweden's 19-year-old golden boy, said after Thursday's final.

"I was barely able to remain comfortable with the accompanying attention. I couldn't go to the bathroom without a reporter following me," she says.

"I really needed a sledge hammer, needed little more than an hour to be near a fellow Latin, unscrewed Jaime Fillol of Chile."

Vilas, the rugged Argentine with the build of a blacksmith and left-handed destructive power of a sledge hammer, needed little more than an hour to beat past a fellow Latin, unscrewed Jaime Fillol of Chile.
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Top defense stars in scrimmage

by Tom Kruczek

With just nine practice days left until the Irish open the 1975 football campaign in a Sept. 5 matchup with Montana State, Notre Dame Wednesday ran its troops through one of the toughest simulating sessions of the summer. However the story remains the same with the Irish feeling the impact of the standouts in the workout with the number one offense the last half of the running back corps controlling the scrimmage.

The semi-closed workout began with the number one defense being matched against the second defense and the former was calling the signals, and after all the first down, the team was forced to punt. Then the home team was taken off the field by the press box as its own 10 yard line, and after breaking two tackles on the run some of his own men, called the rest of the way for a 10 yard rushing runback. Dave Reede added the point after.

On the second drive the first offense came to life "and I couldn't believe the number of baskets Jim Browne and the sweeps of Steve Schmitz. Slager is a real star. The second string quarterback, Jeff Weston, Steve Niehaus and Tony Zappala continued the front four as they stiffened runs and pressured the quarterback out of the pocket. The big play was a fumble recovery by Pat Alloco off a tackle on Mark McLane but the wind and the wind and Jerome Heavens, both in the stadium on the completely power line rushes of Jim Slager and Ken McAfee. extra point.

Other standouts on the offense were running backs Terry Eurick and Jerome Heavens, both carrying the ball well against the stubborn front four of the Trojans and reserve tight end, well performed. Final score: Notre Dame 17, South Bend Notre Dame 60.

As the fall season begins, the man responsible for much of the Notre Dame defense, the team's leader in tackles under what was a Steve Heinrichter, a freshman from Roger Bacon High School in Cincinnati. Heinrichter was effective against the run, with surprising tackles on Korman and Browne.

The battle for the top punt spot continues to be hot, as both Tony Bransetry and the number two challenger Joe Restic had good afternoons. Branch nailed a 50 yarder with a 49 yard boot against the wood. Branch countered with a 46 yard punt against the wind and a 44 yarder with the breeze. Branch with his experience from last year appears to have the edge on the spot.

Now to the quarterback situation. Devine got a chance to look at all of the leading candidates for the starting position with Art Miller proving to be the best at the back of the classroom. Joe Restic proved that he has one of the most powerful arms on the team, against the first team defense letting loose with a 40 yard bomb that Krim Haines just missed. In the bump and bruise department, Ross Browne missed the workout due to a minor ailment, with Joe Montana sustaining a shoulder injury.

The scrimmage was the first one for the Irish since the 1974 season returned, as a marked departure from the world of line. Devine will now begin to pick up the game with a couple of games of preparation for the September 5th match against Boston College. Saturday's scrimmage will be the last game for the young Irish before they face the Eagles.

Q. Is Art Best going to see any action with the Irish this fall, concerning the health of the team?

A. He's going to be one of the players that I'm depending on.

Q. Do you ever feel that you were given a bad deal in Green Bay.

A. I had a great relationship with many people in the Wisconsin area. I've never felt that I was treated unfairly. I was sure of one thing and that was that Hadl could play. I'm not sure that he played as well as he should have.

Q. Environmentally, I might have to say yes. When I came to work this year, I spotted a number of things. I've been here for about a week and it's really made me feel so good. When we are practicing and the band can be there, I have nothing but a warm feeling towards the players.

Q. Is Art Best going to see any action with the Irish this fall, concerning the health of the team?

A. He's going to be one of the players that I'm depending on.

Q. Do you see any difference between coaching in the pros and college football.

A. Luther plays well anywhere. I must make a decision on what is best for the team. We will probably have to wait and see how many years he has left. If they still want me, I'm going to do it.
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